
REASONS FOR ATTENDING COLLEGE

Attending college may or may not be the obvious next step after high school. Statistics overwhelmingly say yes, despite
the student loan debt you may take on. The unemployment rate for Americans whose highest degree is a bachelorâ€™s
was % in , according to the Bureau of.

Whether you want to be the best doctor in the hospital or the best nurse in You also learn to achieve mutual
understanding, an essential and useful skill in your future work. Parents do a lot for their children these days
and many kids are not as mature upon high school graduation as they used to be. Many people desire stable
careers that deeply affect their lives. Why not a class or two? In , the overall unemployment rate dropped to 4
percent â€” but as education levels go up, unemployment rates go down. Not to mention giving yourself a
rudimentary understanding of almost every language in Europe. Amazing networking opportunities Large
student populations allow students to meet many other students. Many people attend colleges and universities
all over the world to study and conduct research. Get a Change of Scenery For some people, the number one
reason to go to college may simply be the opportunity to move to a new location. For high school graduates,
the unemployment rate was 5. Many northerners may want to go to school in the south to escape the cold.
Numerous companies come to campus seeking future interns and employees for their companies or
organizations. If you're the reading type, pick a section and watch yourself get lost for hours in the best way
possible. Meet Your Mom's Expectations You know your mom wants you to go to college. Your typing
program's Grammar Check function is far from failsafe, and your manager at Future High Paying Job will
appreciate an employee who can express himself in reports without sounding like a walking text message.
Heck, public libraries cry themselves to sleep at night, just wishing they were college libraries. It is also an
advantage for all of the students who will change their mind about their major while in school. A More Secure
Future Statistics show that people with higher levels of education tend to have better job security, so stay
ahead of the unemployment curve! For some reason, many people think state schools are not as rigorous or
prestigious as fancy private colleges and universities. Forty-four percent of Americans who were job hunting
recently said some sort of relationship â€” a professional connection, family member, friend or friend of a
friend â€” was the most important resource in their search, according to a Pew Research Center report. Take
advantage of it. All of these resources are usually included in the student fees student already pay or are
offered at a minimal fee. This is great for students who are not sure what they want to study. Your brain will
thank you later. If you ever tire of thinking about the practical reasons to get a college degree, thinking about
the potential dating pool a college campus provides can be more exciting, Miles says. For the shy student, they
can sit back and wait until they are comfortable to connect with others on campus. Or Branch Out into Other
Fields Just because you decided to major in "Best Doctor in the Hospital" in college, that doesn't chain you to
one profession for the rest of your life. To maintain and promote your position at a company, especially in
certain kinds of jobs, you must have the knowledge and experiences that come from attending a college or
university. Write for your school newspaper, take up a sport, go on outings with a movie club, or have mock
medieval battles with the SCA. Public colleges and universities typically offer low tuition rates for in-state
residents. With Authority!


